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Directions:

~ Preliminary for all cards:
I. Score each card on the 8½” side at 4¼”
II. Ink all edges of the card with the included Natural Linen Inkpad

~ Card No.1: Let’s Get Artsy

1. Cut a piece of Paint Your Dreams 4” x 5¼”. Adhere to the center card front.
2. Cut a piece of Paint Your Dreams (b-side) 3” x 4¼”. Pop up on center front. 
3. From Art Is Therapy, cut around the white framed Van Gogh quote “I dream 
my . . .” and a strip of pink Let’s Get Artsy words and pop-up on the card front.
4. Cut a piece of Paint Your Dreams 3” x 8” (non-directional).
5. From Paint Your Dreams (b-side), cut 
8” x 4¾” on the left side and 3” on the 
right side. Set aside. 
6. With the remainder of the Paint Your 
Dreams left from #5 above, cut 3” x 8”. 
Fold in half and adhere ¼” from the top 
of the card. 
7. Using Let’s Get Artsy (b-side) from #4, 
adhere the 1st and 4th panels about ¼” 
from the card bottom.

8. From Art Is Therapy the “Art is chaos taking shape”, a strip of butterflies 
in 1¾” increments and the “All Art Starts with” panel. From Design Beauty, 
the girl in the lower right corner. Fussy cut flowers from Imagine a Flower 
Garden and one of the writing panels from side-b.

~ Card No.2: Being Creative
1. Cut a piece of Imagine a Flower Garden 5¼” x 4”. Adhere to the card front. Cut a piece of Imagine a Flower Garden 
(b-side) 4” x 2¾”. Pop up on the center card front. From Design Beauty, cut around the dark framed “Being creative 
is not a hobby”. Pop up on the center card front. 

4502630

Designed by  ~ Nancy Wethington
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Let's Get Artsy 8x8 Paper Pack  (4502753) 
1 pk Antique Brass Metal Clock Keys  (4501293) 
1 pk Natural Linen Inkpad   (4502390) 
1 pk A2 Cards 4¼” x 5½” & Envelopes—Ivory (4502652)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, detail scissors, scoring tools, bone folder, 
ruler, wet adhesive, ¼” craft adhesive, foam adhesive

Notes: 
• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• The following instructions are for three cards. Use the 

remaining supplies in your kit to create three additional 
cards by following the same steps using other papers! 

— Let's Get Artsy Creative Card Set —



2. Cut a piece of Imagine a Flower Garden 5” x 6”. Adhere to the inside 
card, about ¼” from the top and centered side to side. 
3. Cut a piece of Imagine a Flower Garden (b-side) 5¼” x 8”. Measure, 
mark and cut a diagonal line from the 8” left top corner down to 2¾” 
on right side. On the 8” side, fold in half 
with the b-side out and then fold each 
side in towards the center. Unfold then 
adhere the top left corner section to the 
top left of the card and the bottom sec-
tion to the bottom of the card. 
4. From Art Is Therapy, cut a strip of 
flowers 1¾” wide. Trim to match the 

right angle of the pop-up and adhere to card; Cut two strips from Imagine a Flower 
Garden: one strip  3½” x 1¼”; one strip 1” x 3”. Trim to fit the 2nd and 3rd pop-up 
panels. From Let’s Get Artsy cut around the “...Beautiful Things” and pop-up on the 
3rd panel. From Design Beauty cut around the purple frame of butterfly and adhere 
to the 4th panel. From Design Beauty (b-side), trim around the Let’s Get Artsy and 
adhere to the inside card back. Using strong adhesive Add the clock key shown.

~ Card No.3: Express Yourself
1. Cut a piece of Gallery Stroll 4” x 5¼”. Adhere to the center card front.
2. From Let’s Get Artsy, cut around the blue 
framed “Express Yourself” and pop-up on the 
card front. Fussy cut flowers from Imagine a 
Flower Garden and pop-up around Express 
Yourself.
3. Cut a piece of Gallery Stroll 8” x 3”. Fold in 
half (b-side out) and adhere ¼” from the top 
of the card. 
4. From Creative Chaos (b-side), cut 8” x 4¾” 
on the left side and 3” on the right side. On the 
8” side, score at 2”, 4” and 6”. Adhere the 1st 
and 4th panels about ¼” from the card bottom. 

5. Using various cut-aparts from Art Is Therapy, Let’s Get Artsy and Design 
Beauty, decorate the panels. From Let’s Get Artsy, cut around the lady in the lower right corner. Fussy cut flowers 
from Imagine a Flower Garden. Cut a flower border from Art Is Therapy and Stop & Smell the Flower border.  From 
Art Is Therapy, cut out the “I would like to paint...”. Using strong liquid adhesive, add the clock key inside, as shown.

You can complete an additional three cards following the same steps using other paper from the collection!

• Find details on the Graphic 45 YouTube Channel •
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